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Mutation, polymorphism and variant 

“A mutation is defined as a permanent change in the nucleotide 
sequence with a frequency below 1% 

polymorphism is defined as a variant with a frequency above 1%

The terms “mutation” and “polymorphism,” however, which have 
been used widely, often lead to confusion because of incorrect 
assumptions of pathogenic and benign effects, respectively. 

Thus, it is recommended that both terms be replaced by the term 
“variant”” ACMG 2015 guidelines 



• Genome mutations: affect the number of chromosomes in the cell, arising from errors in 
chromosome segregation during meiosis or mitosis. 

• A genome mutation that deletes or duplicates an entire chromosome alters the dosage and 
thus the expression levels of hundreds or thousands of genes. 

• Missegregation of a chromosome pair during meiosis causes genome mutations responsible 
for conditions such as trisomy 21 (Down syndrome). 

• Genome mutations produce chromosomal aneuploidy and are the most common mutations 
seen in humans, with a rate of one missegregation event per 25 to 50 meiotic cell divisions.

•  This estimate is clearly a minimal one because the developmental consequences of many 
such events may be so severe that the resulting aneuploid fetuses are spontaneously aborted 
shortly after conception without being detected. 

• Genome mutations are also common in cancer cells

Categories of variation and their estimated frequencies



• Chromosome mutations: mutations that alter the structure of individual chromosomes. The 
changes involve only a part of a chromosome, such as partial duplications or triplications, 
deletions, inversions, and translocations, which can occur spontaneously or may result from 
abnormal segregation of translocated chromosomes during meiosis. 

• Chromosome mutations, occurring at a rate of approximately one rearrangement per 1700 cell 
divisions, happen much less frequently than genome mutations. 

• Although the frequencies of genome and chromosome mutations may seem high, these 
mutations are rarely perpetuated from one generation to the next because they are usually 
incompatible with survival or normal reproduction. 

• Chromosome mutations are also frequently seen in cancer cells
 





• Gene mutations: mutations that alter individual genes. 

• Gene mutations are changes in DNA sequence of the nuclear or mitochondrial genomes, 
ranging from a change in as little as a single nucleotide to changes that may affect many 
millions of base pairs. 

• Gene mutations, including base pair substitutions, insertions, and deletions, can originate by 
either of two basic mechanisms: 

• errors introduced during the normal process of DNA replication, or 
• mutations arising from a failure to repair DNA after damage and to return its sequence to what 

it was before the damage. 

• Some mutations are spontaneous, whereas others are induced by physical or chemical agents 
called mutagens, because they greatly enhance the frequency of mutations.



Replication Error

An incorrect nucleotide 
is introduced into one 
of the growing 
daughter strands only 
once every 10-10 
million base pairs. 

Additional replication 
error checking corrects 
more than 99.9% of 
errors of DNA 
replication.

Because the human diploid genome contains approximately 6 × 109 base pairs of
DNA, replication errors introduce less than one new base pair mutation per cell 
division.



10,000 and 1,000,000 nucleotides are damaged per human cell per day by spontaneous chemical 
processes such as depurination, demethylation, or deamination; by reaction with chemical 
mutagens (natural or otherwise) in the environment; and by exposure to ultraviolet or ionizing 
radiation. 
Some but not all of this damage is repaired.



Even if the damage is recognized and excised, the repair machinery may not read the 
complementary strand accurately and, as a consequence, will create mutations by introducing 
incorrect bases. 
Thus, in contrast to replication-related DNA changes, which are usually corrected through 
proofreading mechanisms, 
nucleotide changes introduced by DNA damage and repair often result in permanent mutations.







Gene and Variant nomenclature

Genes: https://www.genenames.org/ 

Variant: https://varnomen.hgvs.org/ 

https://www.genenames.org/
https://varnomen.hgvs.org/


Reference Sequence Types

Depending on the variants to be reported, different reference sequence files are used at the 
DNA, RNA or protein level. It is mandatory to indicate the type of reference sequence file using 
a prefix preceding the variant description. Approved reference sequence types 
are c., g., m., n., o., p. and r.:

•DNA
• g. = linear genomic reference sequence

• o. = circular genomic reference sequence

• m. = mitochondrial reference (special case of a circular genomic reference sequence)
• c. = coding DNA reference sequence (based on a protein coding transcript)
• n. = non-coding DNA reference sequence (based on a transcript not coding for a 

protein)

http://dnag
http://dnao
http://dnag
http://dnac
http://dnan











